Abstract
We report on the characterisations of different semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) which are designed and fabricated for All-Optical Regeneration. Dynamic measurements in pump-probe configuration show short time response of around 50 ps. Chirp measurements by FROG technique are also reported. The characterisations demonstrate the potential of these components to be associated with interferometer and optical filtering in order to achieve regeneration functions at bit rates of 40 Gbit/s and above.
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Introduction
Until now, signal processing in long distance transmission systems is performed by optoelectronic repeaters. However the higher the bit rate, the more expensive and complex the optoelectronic repeaters. In this circumstance, all-optical devices become attractive solutions. Therefore, an all-optical solution should have criteria such as stability, compactness, simplicity of operation and low-power consumption. The two functionalities which are closest to implementation in real systems are wavelength conversion and regeneration.

Regenerators are principally fibre-based [1-3] or semiconductor-based devices [4-6]. These last ones offer many advantages: small size, simple electrical pumping, broad spectral range and opportunities for integration and mass production. Among these components, the semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with gain saturation, low optical and electrical power consumption and fast response is a good candidate. Moreover, novel generation of SOAs [7], quantum-dot SOA, and new SOA based technique [8] show performances at high bit rates, 40 Gbit/s for regeneration and up to 320 Gbit/s for wavelength conversion. Especially quantum dots SOAs are predicted to have a very fast response [9] and could induce lower additional chirp in the modulated signal than bulk ones, thereby allowing a longer transmission distance [10]. These results give strong motivations to exploit SOAs for all-optical regeneration. In this paper, we present characterisations of different SOA which are designed and fabricated for all-optical regeneration applications. All these SOAs emit in the C-band. Their gain recovery time responses are measured via pump-probe experiments. This parameter is primary to evaluating patterning effects and the bit rate at which these SOAs could be operated. At last, the study of chirp induction to evaluate linewidth enhancement factor (Henry factor) is also presented. The Henry factor is important in case of association with interferometers or shifted filtering techniques.

Characterized devices
Various SOAs from Alcatel-Thales III-V lab were characterized in the framework of the French project FUTUR. These SOAs, presented in table 1, are designed and fabricated in order to perform different functions of regeneration at 40 Gbit/s and 160 Gbit/s. As far as bulk structure based SOAs, two chips were studied with the same length but with different confinement factor (20% and 80%). This last parameter affects significantly the time response.
which is important when the bit rate increases. These bulk structures were compared to a quantum dot SOA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOA</th>
<th>Active structure</th>
<th>Optical confinement (%)</th>
<th>Chip length (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bulk</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Q. Dot</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Description of measured SOAs.

The two bulk SOAs had a gain peak around 1550 nm and an internal gain around 30 dB. For the QD-SOA, its spectral emission is displayed in figure 1 for different bias current. The emission peak is located in the C-band at bias current lower than 300 mA and covers almost the entire C-band for currents lower than 300 mA. In the literature, one of the first quantum dot structures emitting in the C-band was published in 2003 [11] and a little later some quantum dots structure have been exploited for all-optical regeneration [7, 12]. The internal gain of QD structure is 20 dB.

Gain dynamic measurement

SOA-based wavelength conversion and regeneration schemes exploit gain modulation, cross-phase modulation or four-wave mixing. When the gain modulation is used, attention must be paid to the gain recovery time of the SOA. More exactly, we consider this time response as the time that gain needs to recover from 10% to 90% of its steady-state value. We measure this time via a pump-probe configuration. The experimental measurement set-up is shown in the figure 2.

A 10 GHz optical clock is injected into the SOA to modulate its gain. For each measured SOA, the pump wavelength is selected as the peak of the amplified spontaneous emission spectrum. The probe is provided by a CW tunable laser. A 5 nm optical Band Pass (BP) filter is used to reject the pump and select the probe to Optical Sampling Oscilloscope (OSO) with a time resolution of 1 ps. The gain recovery time is measured for different SOA and for different gain compressions. Results are shown in figure 3.
In each case, the gain recovery times of the three SOAs increase with their gain compressions. This result could be explained by the fact that the greater the gain compression, the greater depletion of electrons in excited states by stimulated emission. The SOA#1 (See table 1) has a gain recovery time around 40 ps for 3 dB of gain compression and the second one has a smaller time around 27 ps for the same gain compression. The two SOA have the same length of waveguide. The gain recovery time of the 2nd structure is shorter because the gain recovery time is inversely proportional to the confinement factor [13]. At 40 Gbit/s, the bit slot is 25 ps long, therefore the slow time response of the SOA#1 may introduce patterning effects which could lead to signal degradations. On the contrary, the SOA#2 could be exploited at this bit rate with small gain compression (<3dB).

Sample 3 (QD-SOA) presents a gain recovery time of around 50 ps for 3 dB of gain compression. In the figure 4, we present the waveforms of the modulated probe at the QD-SOA output and for different gain compressions and a pump pulse width of 2.3 ps. Similar waveforms were also achieved with the SOA#1 and the SOA#2. These curves show the presence of ultrafast gain dynamic, which is dominated by intraband processes, and the presence of slower gain dynamic, which is linked to interband recombinations [14]. The two time constants were evaluated by combining two simple exponential functions, giving a time-constant of 2 ps for fast processes and a time-constant of 65 ps for slow processes. The measured time-constant of fast processes is limited by the input pump pulsewidth; this time should be measured more exactly with shorter pulses and a higher time resolution device. Because of the slow processes, this SOA is not fast enough to operate at bit rate above 40 Gbit/s. However this time response was achieved with a SOA whose confinement factor was only 1%. If this parameter could be increased, we could significantly reduce the gain recovery time of the QD-SOA. Then we could expect a time response smaller than 10 ps with a confinement factor greater than 10% as it is shown thanks to simulations in the reference [9].

**Induced chirp measurement**

In some cases, it is useful to have SOAs which induce low chirp to avoid limited transmission distances. On the contrary, in the case of shifted filtering [8], or in interferometer configuration [15], the chirp induced plays an important role and it could be useful to evaluate Henry factor. By using the FROG (Frequency Resolved Optical Gating) technique, we have measured the induced chirp of a 10 GHz optical clock signal injected directly in the investigated SOA. The pulse-width is about 2 ps and initial pulses have a linear chirp. At the output of the SOA, the signal is analysed in phase and amplitude with a FROG to deduce additional chirp. We investigated and compared the induced chirp by the two bulk SOAs, SOA#1 and SOA#2. Results are shown in the figure 5.
Because of the pump pulsewidth (2.3 ps) is much smaller than the gain recovery time of the two SOAs (superior to 20 ps), the SOAs are in saturation regime by energy. Then the additional chirp is measured for different values of ratio between the pulse and the SOAs saturation energies E/Esat. An additional chirp of 2000 GHz, which is measured at its maximum, is obtained with SOA#2 when the pulse energy was E=160Esat (or 10log(E/Esat)=22). With both bulk SOAs, the induced chirp increases rapidly when E/Esat increases. This result can be explained by the fact that the induced chirp is proportional to the rate of change of the gain compression and this increases with E/Esat. As expected, SOA#2 which possessed a high confinement factor (80%) induced twice as much chirp as SOA#1 with its lower confinement factor (20%). The higher frequency deviation is due to faster carrier dynamics of SOA#2. In figure 6, the chirp is plotted as a function of time indicating the chirp profiles of pulses before and after SOA#2. The initial pulse presents a linear chirp. At the output, the chirp is non-linear, typically with a pseudo-parabolic profile. This non-linear shape of the chirp could be difficult to compensate for, but the great induced chirp should be useful and exploitable in configurations in which phase modulation is used.

Conclusion
We characterized various SOAs in bulk and quantum-dot structures. The bulk SOA with the higher confinement factor has shown some potential to operate regeneration at 40 Gbit/s in weak gain compression (<3dB) regimes thanks to its fast gain dynamic (gain recovery time <25 ps). The QD-SOA has shown the presence of ultra-fast processes and slow processes and an effective 10%-90% gain recovery time of around 50 ps for 3 dB gain compression in spite of its small confinement factor (~1%). We also quantified the high level of chirp induced (2000 GHz) by bulk SOA, which could be exploited in configurations in which phase modulation is used.
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